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There is evidence that people commonly show a bias toward happy facial emotions during laboratory tasks, that is, they identify other people’s happy facial emotions faster than other people’s negative facial emotions. However, not everybody shows this bias. Individuals with a vulnerability for depression, for example, show a low happy bias compared to healthy controls [2–4], and there are indications that a low happy bias is already present before onset of depression and predicts onset of depression [5, 6]. Given these findings and the accumulating evidence that the smallest building blocks of an individual’s adaptive and maladaptive affect patterns are found in daily life affect dynamics [7–9], one would expect that high and low happy bias also reflect differences in daily life affect dynamics. However, to date this has not been investigated. In the present study, we looked at daily life correlates of laboratory measures of happy bias. We investigated how happy bias during a standardized laboratory task translates to daily

1. Introduction

It is an interesting phenomenon that some people have a tendency to be relatively fast in identifying other people’s happy facial emotions while others are relatively fast in identifying other people’s negative facial emotions. Happy bias is an implicit bias of which people are probably unaware themselves; therefore, it is commonly assessed with standardized laboratory tasks. There is consistent evidence from studies using these laboratory tasks that people generally show a bias toward happy facial emotions, that is, they commonly identify other people’s happy facial emotions faster than other people’s negative facial emotions [1]. However, not everybody shows this bias. Depressed individuals, for example, show a low happy bias compared to healthy controls [2–4], and there are indications that a low happy bias is already present before onset of depression and predicts onset of depression [5, 6]. Given these findings and the accumulating evidence that the smallest building blocks of an individual’s adaptive and maladaptive affect patterns are found in daily life affect dynamics [7–9], one would expect that high and low happy bias also reflect differences in daily life affect dynamics. However, to date this has not been investigated. In the present study, we looked at daily life correlates of laboratory measures of happy bias. We investigated how happy bias during a standardized laboratory task translates to daily
life affective dynamics by comparing the daily life affect dynamics (i.e., effects from one time interval of 6 hours to the next) between young adults with a stable high happy bias and young adults with a stable low happy bias. The main aim of this study was to acquire a better understanding of the importance and scope of laboratory measures of happy bias in people’s daily life. Our findings are expected to facilitate the interpretation of laboratory measures of happy bias and, because of our focus on adaptive and maladaptive affect dynamics, may possibly also provide clues to why a low happy bias is associated with an increased risk for depression.

Indications of which daily life affect dynamics promote mental health (i.e., are adaptive) and which ones are associated with depressive problems (i.e., are maladaptive) can be found in both laboratory studies and in studies based on ecological momentary assessments (EMA). Evidence from laboratory tasks suggests that the inability to sustain positive emotions [10, 11], the inability to sustain activation in neural circuits underlying positive affect and reward over time [12], and the incapability to disengage from negative self-referential rumination [13] are associated with depressive symptoms and clinical depression. It was further found that positive affect facilitates recovery from negative emotional experiences [14, 15]. EMA studies also indicate that the inability to sustain positive affect over time in daily life is associated with depressive symptoms (e.g., anhedonia), in general as well as in clinically depressed populations [16, 17]. Additionally, the ability to generate positive affect from pleasant experiences in daily life predicted fewer symptoms of depression and anxiety in individuals with a history of depression [18] and in individuals who had been exposed to childhood adversity or recent stressful life events [19]. Taken together, this evidence suggests that the following types of affect dynamics are adaptive and promote mental health:

1. The ability to sustain positive affect and positive experiences over time [10–12, 16, 17], that is, the carry-over of positive affect and positive experiences from one time interval to the next

2. The ability to use positive experiences to generate positive affect and vice versa [18, 19], that is, the carry-over of positive experiences to positive affect and vice versa from one time interval to the next

3. The ability to use positive affect and positive experiences to dampen negative affect, negative thoughts (i.e., rumination), and negative experiences [13–15].

In the present study, we investigated whether a high happy bias as compared to a low happy bias during a laboratory task is associated with (1) enhanced responses to positive affect and positive experiences over time in daily life, with more carry-over over time (i.e., from one 6-hour time interval to the next), and more carry-over from one type of positive affect or positive experience to another, and a stronger dampening effect on negative affect, thoughts, and experiences; and (2) diminished responses to negative affect, thoughts, and experiences in daily life, with less carry-over over time (i.e., from one time interval of 6 hours to the next), less carry-over from one type of negative affect, thoughts, or experience to another, and weaker dampening effects on positive affect and positive experiences.

We used a network approach to affect dynamics, which entails that psychological symptoms or constructs are represented as interacting components of a complex dynamic system [20, 21] and that these dynamics define the very nature of the psychological phenomena we study (i.e., mental disorders, well-being) [22]. This approach can be used to investigate cross-sectional associations between symptoms at a specific point in time, but also, as in the present study, to investigate the temporal dynamics of affect over time. These temporal networks consist of “nodes” (i.e., the variables in the network) and “edges” (i.e., the directed associations between these nodes from one assessment to the next). See Figure 1 for a fictitious example of a temporal network containing the three nodes “happiness” (HAP), “sadness” (SAD), and “worrying” (WOR). In this network model, as well as in the models we used, each node is predicted by the lag (i.e., t − 1) of all other variables and itself. SAD at time t is, for example, predicted by HAP_{t−1}, WOR_{t−1}, and SA D_{t−1}. Temporal networks can be used to study how different affect components interact as a dynamic system over time. They provide insightful visualizations of the interplay of the network components, and it is also possible to compute centrality indices indicating the importance of each of the components in the network.

We compared the daily life dynamic affect networks (i.e., effects from one time interval of 6 hours to the next) of two groups of young adults with extreme and stable biases to happy facial emotions during a laboratory task. We selected a high happy bias group, consisting of individuals who were considerably more sensitive to happy emotions than to
negative emotions, and a low happy bias group, who showed considerably less bias toward happy emotions, or even a bias toward negative emotions.

The affect dynamics of the high and low happy bias groups were compared on nodes that are associated with reward responsiveness, emotion regulation, and depressive symptoms. We selected three nodes that were related to positive affect and positive experiences (for the sake of brevity and readability hereafter referred to as positive nodes): “feeling joyful,” “pleasant experiences,” and “feeling interested”; and four nodes related to negative affect, negative thoughts, and negative experiences (for the sake of brevity and readability hereafter referred to as negative nodes): “feeling sad,” “feeling irritated,” “worrying,” and “unpleasant experiences.” The nodes feeling interested, feeling sad, and feeling irritated closely resemble core symptoms of depression according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders [23], and feeling interested also reflects openness to new experiences and an inclination to actively approach and explore the outside world. The nodes feeling joyful and pleasant experiences are particularly relevant in the light of indications that high transference of positive emotions over time in daily life [17] and the ability to generate boosts of positive affect from pleasant daily life experiences [19] may protect against affective problems. As opposed to feeling interested, feelings of joy and pleasant experiences are by definition rewarding at the very moment they are experienced. To illustrate the difference, people may cheer because they feel joy or pleasure, but not because they feel interested. More than the other nodes, “pleasant experiences” and “unpleasant experiences” reflect not only affective states but also the type of events individuals are involved in and their ability to seek out rewarding experiences or escape from a cascade of negative events. The term “worrying” was used for both negative thoughts about the past, often referred to as “rumination”, and negative thoughts about the future, commonly referred to as “worrying” [24, 25]. “Worrying” was included for its associations with depressive disorder [26], positive and negative affect [24], and reduced cognitive control [27]. It was explored how these different nodes interact as dynamic systems and if these dynamics differed between the high and the low happy bias group.

We expected that an increase in positive affect and positive experiences, particularly of the directly rewarding positive nodes joy and pleasant experiences, would have larger and longer-lasting effects in the high happy bias group than in the low happy bias group. More specifically, we expected that the high happy bias group would more easily sustain and act upon pleasant experiences and feelings of joy to enhance positive affect and positive experiences and dampen negative affect, negative thoughts, and negative experiences. We also expected that pleasant experiences would generalize or carry over to feelings of joy and the other way around. We thus hypothesized that pleasant experiences and feelings of joy would be stronger predictors in the network of the high happy bias group than in the network of the low happy bias group (hypothesis 1) and that the nodes pleasant experiences and joy would more strongly predict themselves (i.e., pleasant experiences and feelings of joy would be more easily sustained) and each other (i.e., more carry-over between pleasant experiences and feelings of joy) over time in the high happy bias group than in the low happy bias group (hypothesis 2) and that joy and pleasant experiences would more strongly predict the negative affect nodes over time (i.e., a larger dampening effect on negative nodes) in the high happy bias group than in the low happy bias group (hypothesis 3). Further, because of the hypothesized reduced reward responsiveness in the low happy bias group, we expected the negative affect nodes to be stronger predictors in the network of the low happy bias group than in the network of the high happy bias group (hypothesis 4) and that the negative affect nodes would more strongly predict themselves and each other over time in the low happy bias group than in the high happy bias group (hypothesis 5) and more pronounced negative associations between negative nodes and positive nodes over time (i.e., a larger dampening effect on positive nodes) in the low happy bias group than in the high happy bias group (hypothesis 6). Although feeling interested is a positive node, we did not expect it to have a similar role as joy and pleasant experiences as we consider feelings of joy and pleasure as intrinsically rewarding, whereas feeling interested is a more instrumental node, which only potentially leads to reward. More specifically, rather than group differences in the way in which feeling interested influenced other nodes, we expected that joy and pleasant experiences would more strongly predict interest in the high than in the low happy bias group (hypothesis 7).

2. Methods

2.1. Sample. Data were collected as part of the “No Fun No Glory” (NFNG) study, in which we investigated anhedonia in young adults. The study was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee from the University Medical Center Groningen (no. 2014/508) and registered in the Dutch Clinical Trial Register (NTR5498). Participants were treated in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and indicated their informed consent prior to enrollment in the study. The project started with a large online screening survey in the northern part of the Netherlands among 2937 young adults between 18 and 24 years old. Participants were recruited through advertisements on electronic learning environments of university and higher and intermediate vocational education institutes, pitches during lectures and classes, flyers, and advertisements on social media. After subscribing on the study website (http://www.nofunnoglory.nl), participants received an email with the link to the online survey. The survey contained questionnaires about, for example, pleasure, psychiatric problems, and stress, as well as a facial emotion identification task. From the screening survey, 69 young adults who suffered from persistent anhedonia and 69 controls were selected for the part of the study in which momentary assessments were completed. For a description of the selection procedure for the anhedonia and control group in the NFNG project, see Section 1 of the online Supplementary Material or van Roekel et al. [28]. From the 138 participants who completed the momentary assessments during the first month, we selected 25 participants with a high happy
bias and 25 participants with a low happy bias for the present study.

2.1.1. Selection of High and Low Happy Bias Groups. We used extreme bias groups rather than the full happy bias continuum because of both conceptual and methodological considerations. First and foremost, the extreme-group approach more closely fitted our supposition that mainly happy biases in the extremes of the distribution distinguish between adaptive and maladaptive affective mechanisms [29]. Second, a particular strength of network analyses is that these can be used to explore group differences in overall patterns of affect dynamics rather than investigating single effects only. Estimating and plotting the networks for each of the groups separately yields more insight into the affect dynamics within these groups than a single network based on the total sample, while it is still possible to test statistically whether specific affect patterns differ between the groups.

We selected participants for the high and low happy bias groups without taking into account whether participants belonged to the anhedonia or the control group. The selection was based on scores on a facial emotion identification morph task participants completed for the first time as part of the online screening survey (T0) and a second time after the first month of momentary assessments (T2); see Figure 2 for a flowchart.

We excluded four participants who did not complete the morph task at T2. During the morph task, participants were shown 24 10-second movie clips of neutral faces which slowly changed into one of four emotions: happy, sad, angry, or fearful. The participants had to press the spacebar as soon as they identified the emotion the neutral face turned into. For a more detailed description of the morph task, which was a shortened version of a task developed at Radboud University Nijmegen, the Netherlands [30], see Section 1 of the Supplementary Material or Vrijen et al. [29]. For each participant, the mean reaction time (RT) of correctly identified trials was calculated per emotion, resulting in RT Happy, RT Sad, RT Angry, and RT Fearful. We excluded one participant with less than 50% correct answers at T2. Separate happy bias scores were calculated at T0 and T2 by dividing the average of RT Sad, RT Angry, and RT Fearful by RT Happy. A higher happy bias means being faster in identifying happy emotions than in sad, angry, and fearful emotions.

We were interested in the affect dynamics associated with trait high and low happy bias and compared the average affect dynamics during 30 days of individuals with a stable high happy bias (i.e., stable during these 30 days) to the affect dynamics of individuals with a stable low happy bias. Because stable happy bias and state fluctuations can only be unraveled by using happy bias at two time points, we selected an extreme high stable and an extreme low stable happy bias group based on the ranked happy bias scores at T0 and T2. Happy bias at T0 and Happy bias at T2 were each ranked from low (ranking 133) to high (ranking 1), and selection of the two happy bias groups was based on the ranked happy bias scores at T0 and T2. The 25 participants with the highest summed rank were selected for the high happy bias group, and the 25 participants with the lowest summed rank for the low happy bias group. An additional advantage of this approach was that part of the measurement error is also parcelled out because a participant is only selected for the high happy bias group if scores on both tasks are high. (Please note that we do not mean to suggest that all differences between happy bias at T0 and T2 are due to measurement error. We acknowledge that there may well be state happy bias fluctuations within a person between T0 and T2, but in the present study, we are interested in the daily life affect dynamics associated with more stable high and low happy bias.) To ensure that high (or low) scores reflected a high (or low) score relative to the rest of the group on both tasks, we used summed rank scores rather than summed mean scores. In this way, scores on both tasks count equally even in the case of general learning effects of the whole group. The middle group, which consisted of participants with moderate or unstable happy bias scores, was excluded from the main analyses.

Figure 2: Flowchart of morph tasks and diary study month (i.e., momentary assessments) used in the current study.
This group was taken into account in part of the post hoc sensitivity checks (see Section 4 of the Supplementary Material). See Figure 3 for the individual happy bias scores at T0 and T2 for the high happy bias group, the low happy bias group, and the middle group.

2.2. Ecological Momentary Assessments. In the online questionnaire participants filled out three times a day, we included items to measure positive affect and positive experiences, negative affect, negative thoughts, and negative experiences, social company, activities, etc. See van Roekel et al. [28] for a detailed description of all momentary items that were assessed as part of the No Fun No Glory Study. Starting point as well as times of receiving the questionnaires during the day were personalized to the schedule and preference of the participants. They received a text message on their smartphone with the link to the questionnaire three times a day on fixed times with 6-hour intervals in between (e.g., 10:00 AM, 4:00 PM, and 10:00 PM). The questionnaire had to be completed within 2 hours after the first notification. If necessary, reminders were sent after 1 hour and again after 1.5 hours. Completion of the questionnaires took on average 3 minutes.

We included the following items in the present study: Since the last assessment I felt joyful (JOY); Think about the most pleasant event you experienced since the last assessment: how pleasant was this experience for you? (POS); Since the last assessment I felt interested in the things around me (INT); Since the last assessment I felt sad (SAD); Since the last assessment I felt irritated (IRR); Since the last assessment I have been worrying (WOR); Think about the most unpleasant event you experienced since the last assessment: how unpleasant was this experience for you? (NEG). Because we considered JOY, INT, SAD, and IRR to be sensitive to overnight recall bias, the morning assessments of these items were phrased more momentarily, that is, into “I feel joyful,” “I feel interested in the things around me,” “I feel sad,” and “I feel irritated.” Participants indicated their endorsement to these items by means of a slider on a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS), with “not at all” as its left anchor and “very much” as its right anchor. The position of the slider was transformed into a score between 0 (“not at all”) and 100 (“very much”).

2.3. Statistical Analyses. We provided descriptive statistics for gender, age, education, and anhedonia status; calculated mean levels of all variables used in this study; and showed them for the high and low happy bias group separately. We used R package psych version 1.6.12 [31, 32] to calculate the group and individual mean squared successive differences (MSSDs) for each node, as these indicate the amount of variability from one assessment to the next. We also indicated per node how many participants had an MSSD < 50, which was used as a criterion for insufficient variability from one assessment to the next, following Van Der Krieke et al. [33]. If one group shows a higher average MSSD than the other or contains more participants with an acceptable MSSD, it is possible that this results in more power for this group. Therefore, we decided that if more or stronger significant associations were found for this group, we would address the possibility that these differences were driven by differences in MSSD in the discussion.

We used multilevel vector autoregressive (VAR) modelling in R package mlVAR version 0.4 [34, 35] to explore the daily life dynamics between JOY, POS, INT, SAD, IRR, WOR, and NEG for the high and low happy bias groups. One of the main advantages of mlVAR was the availability of tools that, in combination with the R packages igraph [36] and qgraph [37], allowed not only visualization of networks and centrality indices on a group level but also visualization of individual variation within groups.

Although exact power calculations are not possible for VAR analyses, a minimum of 50 assessments per person has been recommended for individual VAR analyses [38]. We performed multilevel VAR analyses for which power is influenced by both the number of assessments and the number of persons. Our analyses were based on three assessments per day for a period of 30 days, that is, 90 assessments per person (with an average of 6 missings per person), and our high and low happy bias groups consisted of 25 participants each. We ensured sufficient power by limiting the number of parameters estimated in mlVAR; that is, we focused mainly on within-subject processes, refrained from investigating the influence of between-subject predictors, and did not estimate correlations between random effects (see below for further details). We have performed a simulation study based on the present study’s effect sizes and number of subjects and data points. Eight hundred datasets were simulated in which the individual network models we found were generated as the “true” models. Fixed and random effects were estimated with the same method and number of nodes as in our main mlVAR analyses. In the present study, we used on average 84 time points per subject, and for this number

![Figure 3: Happy bias scores T0 and T2 and selection high and low happy bias group.](image-url)
of time points the simulation study showed high correlations between the true and the estimated fixed and random effects of the simulated datasets (see Figure S1 in the Supplementary Material). This indicates that the method we used is appropriate for our effect sizes, number of subjects, and number of time points. Additionally, because all of our hypotheses were based on network patterns rather than on specific effects of a single variable, our findings do not rely on single paths in the network models.

As a first preparatory step, we removed linear time trends from the data, because time trends violate the stationarity assumption of VAR analyses and may bias parameter estimation [39]. We also removed cyclic time of day trends prior to VAR analysis, because mlVAR does not allow controlling for time of day. Linear and cyclic time trends were removed by regressing each variable on time and on dummy variables for afternoon and evening, within each individual. The residuals from these analyses were used as input for the VAR models.

For estimating networks containing both autoregressive and cross-lagged effects, it has been recommended to person-mean center all predictors prior to the analyses in order to separate within-subject from between-subject effects [40, 41]. Because our main interest was to grasp daily life psychological processes which take place within individuals, we separated within-subject from between-subject effects even further by within-person standardization of all network variables prior to the VAR analyses. For comparing the relative strengths of different predictors within and between networks, standardization of the coefficients has been recommended because differences in coefficients may be due to differences in variance [42, 43]. Using raw coefficients to compute centrality indices has been discouraged as well [42].

In mlVAR, separate lag 1 networks were estimated for the high and low happy bias groups, by means of the lmer function from the linear mixed-effects R package lme4 version 1.1-15 [44]. The networks were constructed by performing seven univariate multilevel VAR analyses, one for each dependent variable, and combining the results into a network. In each of the univariate multilevel VAR analyses, the dependent variable was predicted by the lag (i.e., $t-1$) of all other variables and itself. This means that, for example, feeling irritated (IRR) at time $t$ was predicted by INT$_{t-1}$, JOY$_{t-1}$, SAD$_{t-1}$, WOR$_{t-1}$, POS$_{t-1}$, NEG$_{t-1}$, and IRR$_{t-1}$. The unique direct temporal effects were modeled [22, 42]. Random effects were estimated to account for individual differences. We assumed no correlations between random intercepts and random slopes (orthogonality specification in mlVAR), as the person-mean of each variable was equal to 0 after within-person standardization.

The above-described procedure resulted in a network for the high happy bias and a network for the low happy bias group. For each node of these networks, we calculated two centrality indices, outstrength and instrength. The outstrength of a node represents the summed strength, that is, the absolute value of the coefficients, of all outgoing paths from this node at $t-1$ to other nodes at time $t$, and as such reflects how strongly the node predicts other nodes over time. The instrength reflects how strongly a particular node is predicted by other nodes over time and is computed by the summed strength of all its incoming paths at time $t$ from other nodes at $t-1$. In mlVAR, the packages igraph version 1.1.2 and qgraph version 1.4.4 were used to plot the networks and to compute and visualize the centrality indices. Autoregressive components were not included in the outstrength and instrength [37]. We compared the group network models and centrality indices of the high and low happy bias group by means of visual inspection. Next, we explored individual differences within the two groups by plotting the instrength and outstrength for each person separately, based on the person-specific effects.

In addition to the visual comparisons of the networks and centrality indices, we performed seven permutation tests to test the hypothesized differences between the high and low happy bias groups. Significant results on the permutation test suggest differences between high and low happy bias in the population. The permutation tests compared the observed differences of interest to distributions of possible differences under the null hypothesis of no differences between the groups. Distributions of possible differences were derived from reshuffling the groups randomly 10,000 times, also called Monte Carlo sampling. For each reshuffle, differences between the two reshuffled groups were estimated with the lmer function of R package lme4, that is, in the same way as the original models had been defined in mlVAR. If an observed difference between the high and low happy bias groups was within 2.5% on either side of the distribution of the 10,000 possible differences, the difference between the high and low happy bias group was considered significant (i.e., $p < 0.05$). We used an adapted version of the permutation test developed by Snippe et al. [45] to test differences between the high and low happy bias groups which match our hypotheses as described in the Introduction. See Table 1 for a description of the seven hypotheses and their operationalization for the permutation tests.

All of the tested difference scores were based on the fixed effects of the group models. For permutation tests (1) and (4), we used absolute edge weights in order to avoid that expected positive and expected negative associations cancel each other out. All of our hypotheses and therefore also all permutation tests applied to outstrength. We explored possible differences in instrength between the high and low happy bias groups by visual comparison of the networks and centrality plots and did not use permutation tests because we did not have clear hypotheses in advance.

Finally, we performed multiple sensitivity analyses to explore the robustness of our findings. First, we repeated the mlVAR analyses in Mplus version 8 [46], which allowed multivariate mlVAR analyses with a Bayesian estimator. Second, although the decision to use extreme groups rather than continuous happy bias measures was driven by valid conceptual and methodological considerations, there were no clear criteria on how extreme the groups should be and therefore the exact number of individuals selected for each group (i.e., 25) was somewhat arbitrary. To assess the robustness of the results based on groups of 25 individuals, we estimated the networks, computed the centrality indices, and performed the permutation tests for bias groups of 20, 30, 35,
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The high and low happy bias groups were quite comparable in terms of age, gender, and education (see Table 2). Although in the low happy bias group more participants attended university, in both groups all participants were enrolled in higher education. The groups differed considerably in symptoms of anhedonia.
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and 40 individuals. We used the same mlVAR methods as in the main analyses. As a third check, to adjust for anhedonia status, we computed subject-specific centrality indices based on the random estimates of the edges of the low and high happy bias networks and subsequently regressed the subject-specific centrality indices on anhedonia status and happy bias. See Sections 3–5 in the Supplementary Material for further details.
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Table 3: Descriptive statistics of facial emotion identification scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>High happy bias group (n = 25)</th>
<th>Low happy bias group (n = 25)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT Total</td>
<td>5522.61</td>
<td>574.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT Happy</td>
<td>3449.08</td>
<td>377.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT Sad</td>
<td>6797.62</td>
<td>801.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT Angry</td>
<td>5761.44</td>
<td>705.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT Fearful</td>
<td>6094.69</td>
<td>883.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy bias score</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy bias rank</td>
<td>36.84</td>
<td>18.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RT = reaction time; RT Total = mean score on RT Happy, RT Sad, RT Angry, and RT Fearful; happy bias score = mean score on RT Sad, RT Angry, and RT Fearful divided by RT Happy; happy bias rank = summed rank of happy bias score at T0 and T2.

Table 4: Descriptive statistics of the momentary assessment items used as nodes in the networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Average within-person SD</th>
<th>Average within-person MSSD (n with MSSD &lt; 50)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High bias</td>
<td>n = 2094</td>
<td>n = 2095</td>
<td>High bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOY</td>
<td>60.27</td>
<td>56.07</td>
<td>12.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POS</td>
<td>63.35</td>
<td>60.06</td>
<td>14.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT</td>
<td>58.31</td>
<td>53.30</td>
<td>13.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAD</td>
<td>13.96</td>
<td>18.49</td>
<td>11.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRR</td>
<td>15.42</td>
<td>19.87</td>
<td>13.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOR</td>
<td>21.88</td>
<td>22.88</td>
<td>13.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>32.82</td>
<td>39.27</td>
<td>18.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JOY = feeling joyful; POS = pleasant experiences; INT = feeling interested in the things around me; SAD = feeling sad; IRR = feeling irritated; WOR = worrying; NEG = unpleasant experiences; MSSD = average within-person mean squared successive difference. Note: These descriptive statistics are based on data from which linear time trends, and cyclic time of day trends have already been removed.

still faster in identifying happy facial emotions, but the difference between happy and the negative emotions is only small.

Table 4 presents the descriptive statistics of the network variables. On average, the high happy bias group scored higher than the low happy bias group on the positive nodes (JOY, POS, and INT) and lower on the negative nodes (SAD, IRR, WOR, and NEG). Within-person SDs were quite similar across the groups, with the largest differences for IRR and WOR. MSSDs of all nodes were larger in the low happy bias group than in the high happy bias group and in both groups for all nodes MSSD ≥ 50 for almost all participants; that is, in the high happy bias group 5 participants had an MSSD < 50 on SAD, 2 on IRR, and 1 on NEG, and in the low happy bias group, 3 participants had an MSSD < 50 on SAD, 1 on INT, 1 on IRR, and 2 on WOR. Both the high and low happy bias group showed low numbers of missings per person on the momentary assessments; for both groups, the mean number of missings per person was 6.2 (out of 90), with min = 1 and max = 17.

3.2. Descriptive Statistics Network Models. The network models for the high happy bias group and the low happy bias group are visualized in Figure 4; only the significant edges with p values < 0.05 are depicted (see Table S1 in the Supplementary Material for the exact coefficients and significance levels of all paths). Green edges represent positive, and red edges represent negative associations from one node at time t − 1 to another node at time t; the thickness of the edges indicates the strength of the associations. As we within-person standardized all variables, the edge coefficients represent the change in terms of within-person SD in the outcome variable based on one within-person SD increase in the predictor variable.

3.2.1. Associations between Positive Nodes at Time t − 1 and Positive Nodes at Time t. For both groups, all autocorrelations of the positive nodes JOY, POS, and INT were significant. Autocorrelations of JOY and POS were higher, and JOY, POS, and INT were more densely connected to each other in the high happy bias group than in the low happy bias group. The positive edges suggest that an increase in one of the positive nodes is associated with an increase in the others at the next measurement.

3.2.2. Associations between Negative Nodes at Time t − 1 and Negative Nodes at Time t. For both groups, we found significant autocorrelations of the negative nodes WOR, NEG, and SAD, with a higher autocorrelation for WOR in the low happy bias group than in the high happy bias group. The positive edges suggest that an increase in one of the positive nodes is associated with an increase in the others at the next measurement.

3.2.3. Associations between Positive Nodes at Time t − 1 and Negative Nodes at Time t. For the high happy bias group, a higher score on POS predicted a lower score on WOR, and a higher score on JOY predicted lower scores on IRR and NEG. For the low happy bias group, we did not find negative edges from POS and JOY to negative nodes at the next measurement.

3.2.4. Associations Between Negative Nodes at Time t − 1 and Positive Nodes at Time t. A higher score on negative nodes was significantly associated with a lower score on positive nodes at the next measurement for the low happy bias group only; that is, WOR and IRR showed negative associations with JOY and INT.

3.3. Descriptive Statistics Centrality Indices

3.3.1. Centrality Plots on Group Level. Centrality plots for the exact coefficients and significance levels of all paths). Green edges represent positive, and red edges represent negative associations from one node at time t − 1 to another node at time t; the thickness of the edges indicates the strength of the associations. As we within-person standardized all variables, the edge coefficients represent the change in terms of within-person SD in the outcome variable based on one within-person SD increase in the predictor variable.

3.2.1. Associations between Positive Nodes at Time t − 1 and Positive Nodes at Time t. For both groups, all autocorrelations of the positive nodes JOY, POS, and INT were significant. Autocorrelations of JOY and POS were higher, and JOY, POS, and INT were more densely connected to each other in the high happy bias group than in the low happy bias group. The positive edges suggest that an increase in one of the positive nodes is associated with an increase in the others at the next measurement.

3.2.2. Associations between Negative Nodes at Time t − 1 and Negative Nodes at Time t. For both groups, we found significant autocorrelations of the negative nodes WOR, NEG, and SAD, with a higher autocorrelation for WOR in the low happy bias group than in the high happy bias group. The positive edges suggest that an increase in one of the positive nodes is associated with an increase in the others at the next measurement.

3.2.3. Associations between Positive Nodes at Time t − 1 and Negative Nodes at Time t. For the high happy bias group, a higher score on POS predicted a lower score on WOR, and a higher score on JOY predicted lower scores on IRR and NEG. For the low happy bias group, we did not find negative edges from POS and JOY to negative nodes at the next measurement.

3.2.4. Associations Between Negative Nodes at Time t − 1 and Positive Nodes at Time t. A higher score on negative nodes was significantly associated with a lower score on positive nodes at the next measurement for the low happy bias group only; that is, WOR and IRR showed negative associations with JOY and INT.

3.3. Descriptive Statistics Centrality Indices

3.3.1. Centrality Plots on Group Level. Centrality plots for the exact coefficients and significance levels of all paths). Green edges represent positive, and red edges represent negative associations from one node at time t − 1 to another node at time t; the thickness of the edges indicates the strength of the associations. As we within-person standardized all variables, the edge coefficients represent the change in terms of within-person SD in the outcome variable based on one within-person SD increase in the predictor variable.
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Figure 4: Significant association networks high happy bias group (a) and low happy bias group (b). JOY = feeling joyful; POS = pleasant experiences; INT = feeling interested in things around me; SAD = feeling sad; IRR = feeling irritated; WOR = worrying; NEG = unpleasant experiences.

Figure 5: Centrality indices instrength and outstrength based on the complete network models. In panel (a) the indices are plotted for the high and low happy bias groups, and panel (b) illustrates the individual variation within these groups. JOY = feeling joyful; POS = pleasant experiences; INT = feeling interested in things around me; SAD = feeling sad; IRR = feeling irritated; WOR = worrying; NEG = unpleasant experiences. Note. Estimations for panel (b) are based on multilevel group models (fixed effects) and individual variation within these groups (random effects). No separate individual models were estimated, and the lines in panel (b) should not be interpreted as such.
group. We found the largest differences in instrength between the high and low happy bias group for WOR, JOY, and INT, all of which were more strongly predicted by other nodes in the high happy bias group than in the low happy bias group.

3.3.2. Individual Variation in Centrality Indices. Individual variation in outstrength and instrength within the two happy bias groups is presented in Figure 5(b). In general, instrength showed more individual variation than outstrength. Regardless of the individual variation, the ranges of the high and low happy bias groups hardly overlapped on the outstrength of JOY, indicating that the low and high happy bias groups could be most clearly discriminated on the outstrength of this node.

3.4. Permutation Tests of Differences between the Low and High Happy Bias Group. As a brief reminder, the following seven hypotheses were tested: (1) JOY and POS are stronger predictors in the network of the high happy bias group than in the network of the low happy bias group; (2) JOY and POS more strongly predict themselves and each other over time in the high happy bias group than in the low happy bias group; (3) JOY and POS more strongly predict the negative nodes over time in the high happy bias group than in the low happy bias group; (4) the negative nodes are stronger predictors in the network of the low happy bias group than in the network of the high happy bias group; (5) the negative nodes more strongly predict themselves and each other over time in the low happy bias group than in the high happy bias group; (6) more pronounced negative associations between negative nodes and positive nodes over time in the low happy bias group than in the high happy bias group; and (7) JOY and POS more strongly predict INT in the high than in the low happy bias group. See Table 1 for a more detailed description of the hypotheses and their operationalization for the permutation tests.

Only permutation tests 1 and 2 reached significance at \( p < 0.05 \). The observed difference of the total absolute strength of all outgoing edges from JOY and POS between the high and low happy bias groups was 0.61, \( p < 0.01 \) (permutation test 1). The observed difference between the two groups of the total strength of all outgoing edges from JOY and POS to JOY and POS was 0.31, \( p < 0.01 \) (permutation test 2). We found no significant differences between the two groups for the total strength of all outgoing edges from JOY and POS to negative nodes (observed difference = 0.24, \( p = 0.13 \); permutation test 3), the total absolute strength of all outgoing edges of the negative nodes (observed difference = 0.14, \( p = 0.57 \); permutation test 4), the total strength of all outgoing edges from negative nodes to negative nodes (observed difference = 0.15, \( p = 0.36 \); permutation test 5), the total strength of all outgoing edges from negative nodes to JOY and POS (observed difference = 0.14, \( p = 0.18 \); permutation test 6), and the total strength of all outgoing edges from JOY and POS to INT (observed difference = 0.12, \( p = 0.06 \); permutation test 7).

4. Discussion

Our study is the first to investigate what a bias for happy facial emotions as assessed by a standardized laboratory task pertains to in daily life. We found that feelings of joy and pleasant experiences were stronger predictors in the network of the high happy bias group than in the network of the low happy bias group (hypothesis 1) and that in the high happy bias group joy and pleasant experiences more strongly predicted themselves and each other over time (hypothesis 2). These were robust findings based on both visual inspection of the networks and centrality indices and permutation tests. Other group differences were only found by visual comparison but could not be corroborated by the permutation tests: joy and pleasant experiences dampened the negative nodes (i.e., sadness, irritation, worrying, and unpleasant experiences) in the high but not in the low happy bias network (hypothesis 3); the negative nodes dampened joy and pleasant experiences in the low but not in the high happy bias network (hypothesis 6); and joy and pleasant experiences predicted interest in the high but not in the low happy bias network (hypothesis 7). These group differences were present in the study sample, but since the permutation tests were not significant, it is not possible to draw inferences about group differences in the population. The fact that the permutation tests did not reveal group differences regarding these hypotheses may be due to large individual differences or small effects. We found no support that negative nodes more strongly predicted the overall affect network or the negative network in the low happy bias group than in the high happy bias group (hypotheses 4 and 5). Although the high and low happy bias groups differed considerably in symptoms of anhedonia, the differences we found between the high and low happy bias groups seem to be driven primarily by happy bias status and could not be (fully) explained by anhedonia status.

Our more specific results may be discussed in terms of the extent to which a certain node predicts other nodes at the next time point (outstrength) or in terms of the extent to which a certain node is predicted by other nodes at the previous time point (instrength). Because our hypotheses applied to outstrength and we did not have clear hypotheses about instrength in advance, our methodological approaches toward outstrength and instrength differed. For outstrength, we focused more on hypothesis-testing by means of 3.5. Sensitivity Analyses. The multivariate Mplus multilevel VAR analyses showed minor differences for several of the network model estimates, but general patterns and main findings were confirmed (for more details, see Section 3 of the Supplementary Material). Networks, centrality indices, and permutation tests for extreme happy bias groups of 20, 30, 35, and 40 individuals showed the same patterns as the ones based on the original groups of 25 individuals. As expected, group differences became less pronounced as groups became larger and for \( N = 40 \) one of the two permutation tests was no longer significant. For more details, see Section 4 of the Supplementary Material. Finally, controlling for anhedonia status did not change our findings (see section 5 of the Supplementary Material for more details).
permutation tests, whereas we used a more exploratory approach based on visual inspection for instrength. Both perspectives will be discussed, starting with the outstrength.

We found that joy and pleasant experiences more strongly predicted affect over time in the high happy bias group than in the low happy bias group. This suggests that individuals with a high happy bias show a bias toward positive affect and positive experiences in their daily lives and may be better capable of sustaining positive affect and positive experiences over a longer period of time and generalizing it to other positive components than individuals with a low happy bias. This is particularly important because these same mechanisms, that is, the inability to sustain positive affect over time [10–12, 16, 17] and the inability to generate positive effect from pleasant experiences [18, 19], have been associated with depression in previous studies. In the present study, we also found indications that the same specific daily life affect dynamics that are associated with a low happy bias are also associated with depressive symptoms. That is, we found that for individuals suffering from anhedonia, which is one of the two core symptoms of depression, joy and pleasant experiences were weaker predictors of affect in the next six hours (see Section 5 of the Supplementary Material). Furthermore, daily life momentary positive affect during one month has been found to predict life satisfaction and a higher ability to adapt to changing environments after this month [47], which suggests that positive affect in the moment broadens one’s attentional scope and facilitates building valuable cognitive and social resources essential to well-being [47, 48]. If feelings of joy can be sustained longer and spread to other positive experiences, their beneficial influence may be prolonged too. The savoring of positive affect, which includes the anticipation as well as the prolongation of positive affect, has been found to be associated with more life satisfaction and happiness and with lower levels of neuroticism, depression, and anhedonia [49]. In previous studies, it has also been found that positive affect facilitates recovery from negative experiences [14] and that resilient individuals use positive affect to downregulate negative affect [15]. This is in accordance with our findings that joy and pleasant experiences dampened negative nodes in the high but not in the low happy bias network and suggests that individuals with a high happy bias may be better equipped to use positive experiences and positive affect to regulate negative affect, thoughts, and experiences than the low happy bias group. However, caution is warranted in interpreting this finding because, although in all different sensitivity analyses joy and pleasant experiences dampened negative nodes in the high but not in the low happy bias group, the permutation test did not reach statistical significance. Therefore no conclusions can be drawn about group differences in the population. It is possible that the permutation test was not significant because of large individual variation in edges from joy and pleasant experiences to negative nodes, but this is only speculation. The regulation of negative nodes by means of positive nodes may also essentially occur on a shorter time frame, for example, 2 hours. If this is indeed the case, then the current method only picked up what was still left of the initial effect several hours later.

With regard to instrength, that is, the extent to which a certain node is predicted by other nodes at the previous time point, we found the largest differences between the high and low happy bias group for worrying, joyfulness, and feeling interested, all of which were more strongly predicted by other affect components in the high happy bias group than in the low happy bias group. A possible explanation is that this reflects psychological flexibility, such that for individuals with a high happy bias, worrying, joyfulness, and feeling interested are more dependent on context. How this might work can be illustrated by comparing the high and low happy bias networks in Figure 4. The level of worrying is influenced by pleasant and unpleasant experiences in individuals with a high happy bias, whereas for individuals with a low happy bias worrying seems to be less dependent on context, has a higher autocorrelation, and consequently tends to lead its own life. As psychological flexibility has been found to be highly important for optimal functioning in many situations, and psychological rigidity has been associated with depression as well as other forms of psychopathology [50, 51], the high happy bias group seems to be better off.

Sensitivity analyses were performed to explore the effects of different estimators, statistical packages, group sizes, a multivariate approach, and controlling for anhedonia status. All of these sensitivity analyses but one supported the original main findings completely; for the largest happy bias groups (N = 40), only partial support was found in the sense that one of the two original main findings was no longer significant. As expected, group differences became less pronounced as groups became larger. Two plausible explanations are, first, that for the happy bias groups of N = 40 the stability assumption of miVAR analysis was not met, and second, that only happy bias in the extremes of the distribution may be associated with the development of adaptive versus maladaptive affective patterns in daily life.

Strengths of our study are, first of all, that we combined the best of two worlds by using a multilevel approach in which within-subject effects were separated from between-subject effects by within-person standardization of all variables prior to the analyses. This enabled us to explore dynamic processes that take place within individuals; at the same time, it allowed us to compare the two happy bias groups [43]. Secondly, following recent developments in the field [45, 52], in addition to visual comparison of the affect networks and centrality indices, we used permutation methods adapted to our specific hypotheses to test statistically whether the happy bias groups differed in their affect dynamics. A third strength of this study is its high ecological validity, as we assessed affect and related measures three times a day in daily life situations, for a period as long as 30 days, and achieved compliance rates of at least 80%. Additionally, the use of a morph task allowed us to assess the identification of more subtle traces of emotions, which is assumed to give a more ecologically valid perspective than static full-intensity facial emotion identification tasks, as in daily life static full-intensity facial emotions are quite rare. Finally, we repeated the facial emotion identification task and based our selection of the happy bias groups on individuals’ scores on both tasks. This enabled us to select only those
participants with a stable happy bias. This was necessary because the daily life affect networks were estimated over a period of 30 days and participants showing large shifts in happy bias from one happy bias group to the other during this period would have added noise to the network models. Evidently there are also limitations to our study. First, our sample largely consisted of higher educated females, which may limit the generalizability of our findings because gender and level of education may moderate the associations we investigated [53–58]. Second, the selection of extreme and stable happy bias groups resulted in small groups of 25 participants, which limits generalizability and resulted in insufficient power to correct for anhedonia status or use multivariate multilevel analysis, which would require the estimation of additional parameters. The disadvantage of the univariate approach is that correlations between the dependent variables and between random effects of the dependent variables were not taken into account. We presented sensitivity analyses to show the effects of a multivariate approach, different group sizes, and controlling for anhedonia status. However, most of these alternative approaches required multiple conceptual and methodological concessions and can only be interpreted as proxies to our original models. Third, we offered a network approach in which only unique direct temporal effects were studied, and no shared effects [22, 42]. As such, our approach should be regarded as complementary to approaches that take into account shared variance. Fourth, our results were based on assessments that were on average six hours apart. We were unable to grasp dynamic processes that took place within a shorter time frame. Finally, a limitation of our study that applies to all nonexperimental study designs is that we cannot make inferences about true causality; our conclusions are confined to “Granger” causality, that is, if a variable at time $t = 1$ contains unique information to predict a second variable at time $t$, it is said to Granger cause this second variable [59]. We investigated the directed associations between different affect components over time, and it is plausible that other factors that were not included in our models explain part of these dynamics and therefore no true causal claims can be inferred from our network models.

Further research is required, first of all to confirm our findings by replication in other samples. Because of the present study’s small group sizes, the conclusions are tentative awaiting attempts to replicate. Second, the specific conditions in which happy bias influences daily life affect dynamics need to be explored, for example, how extreme the bias needs to be before predicting positive or negative outcomes regarding well-being or mental health. Third, although our findings are promising, it should be noted that the ability to sustain positive emotions has been operationalized in many different ways in previous studies and there are also inconsistencies and unresolved issues, for example with respect to autocorrelation. It has been found that a stronger daily life autocorrelation of positive emotions over time protects against depression [17] but also that strong autocorrelations, for positive as well as negative emotions, predict depression [51, 58]. Further research is needed to investigate adaptive and maladaptive effects of strong autocorrelations versus psychological flexibility. It seems plausible that strong autocorrelations may indicate resistance to change and thereby limit psychological flexibility, but equally plausible that no carry-over of positive affect and positive experiences over time (weak autocorrelation) may also not be very adaptive. It may be important to consider different time scales [60], to look at proportions of autocorrelation in relation to cross-lagged paths (relative influence of other nodes) and to distinguish between high autocorrelation with respect to low and high levels of positive and negative affect and experiences. Finally, depression is a heterogeneous construct and specific subtypes of depression may be differentially associated with affect dynamics. A low happy bias could reflect such a subtype, and our study suggests that it can be useful to take happy bias into account when studying affect dynamics. Depressed individuals with a low happy bias may show different affect dynamics compared to depressed individuals with a high happy bias, but this remains to be investigated.

5. Conclusions

We compared young adults with a high bias for happy facial emotions during a standardized laboratory task to peers with a low bias for happy facial emotions on their daily life affect dynamics, using a highly personalized approach in which we separated within-subject from between-subject effects. Our most important and robust finding was that joy and pleasant experiences more strongly predicted the affect network of the high happy bias group than that of the low happy bias group. These findings tentatively suggest that individuals with a high happy bias are more responsive to positive, rewarding, experiences, and emotions, and more easily sustain them, whereas positive experiences and emotions seem to be more short-lived in the daily life of individuals who lack this happy bias. We propose that high reward responsiveness may be reflected in both a high happy bias during facial emotion identification and the ability to sustain and generalize positive experiences and positive affect in daily life. This may be key to why individuals with a bias toward happy facial emotions are potentially more resilient to developing depression. By using a network approach to compare the daily life affect dynamics of individuals with a high and with a low happy bias, we came closer to understanding the daily life mechanisms behind high and low happy bias during a laboratory task. This novel perspective is valuable for interpreting facial emotion processing tasks, as are often assessed in clinical research and practice. The present study illustrates the potential benefits of a network approach for unraveling psychological mechanisms.
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